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CompetitionMulti-stable perception occurs when an image falling onto the retina has multiple incompatible interpre-
tations. We probed this phenomenon in psychophysical experiments using a moving barber-pole visual
stimulus conﬁgured as a square to generate three competing perceived directions, horizontal, diagonal
and vertical. We characterised patterns in reported switching type and percept duration, classifying
switches into three groups related to the direction cues driving such transitions i.e. away from diagonal,
towards diagonal and between cardinals. The proportions of each class reported by participants
depended on contrast. The two including diagonals dominated at low contrast and those between cardi-
nals increased in proportion as contrast was increased. At low contrasts, the less frequent cardinals
persisted for shorter than the dominant diagonals and this was reversed at higher contrasts. This
observed asymmetry between the dominance of transition classes appears to be driven by different
underlying dynamics between cardinal and the oblique cues and their related transitions. At trial onset
we found that transitions away from diagonal dominate, a tendency which later in the trial reverses to
dominance by transitions excluding the diagonal, most prominently at higher contrasts. Thus ambiguity
is resolved over a contrast dependent temporal integration similar to, but lasting longer than that
observed when resolving the aperture problem to estimate direction. When the diagonal direction dom-
inates perception, evidence is found for a noisier competition seen in broader duration distributions than
during dominance of cardinal perception. There remain aspects of these identiﬁed differences in cardinal
and oblique dynamics to be investigated in future.
 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Natural scenes present many sources of ambiguity that must be
resolved in order to extract reliable information to control animal
behaviour. Visual motion offers a powerful experimental and the-
oretical framework to understand how different features are inte-
grated through adaptive and dynamical mechanisms, eventually
leading to ambiguity resolution. Local motion cues are mostly
one-dimensional (1D) within the small receptive ﬁelds of early
stage direction-selective cells, leading to the well-known aperture
problem (Nakayama & Silverman, 1988; Shimojo, Silverman, &
Nakayama, 1989). In particular, edge motion seen through a
restricted aperture is highly ambiguous so that an inﬁnite number
of visual velocity vectors are compatible with the physical transla-
tion of the object containing an edge. As pointed out by Wallach, a
spatial integration of these 1D features with different orientations
can be used to reconstruct the true object motion direction
(Wallach, 1935; Wuerger, Shapley, & Rubin, 1996). Moreover, localtwo-dimensional (2D) features such as dots or corners can be
extracted and integrated. Such different local motion features pro-
vide multiple direction signals that must be appropriately com-
bined, a process called motion integration (Albright & Stoner,
1995).
The properties of visual motion integration have extensively
been investigated using plaid or barberpole patterns. In both these
examples, the moving components are oriented drifting gratings
that provide local 1D information. The intersections of two super-
imposed gratings in a plaid pattern provide strong local 2D cues
that can be used to reconstruct the 2D global pattern motion direc-
tion (Albright & Stoner, 1995). Placing a single obliquely moving
grating within a rectangular aperture creates a barberpole stimu-
lus. Local 2D motion cues are generated at the intersections
between the grating and the aperture edge. These line-endings
can be used to reconstruct the global 2D motion direction of the
stimulus (Shimojo, Silverman, & Nakayama, 1989; Wallach, 1935;
Wuerger, Shapley, & Rubin, 1996). Several feed forward models
have been proposed to explain 1D and 2D motion integration
(e.g. Löfﬂer & Orbach, 1999; Yo & Wilson, 1992a, 1992b). However,
only recently has it been recognized that motion integration is a
highly dynamical process where perceived global motion direction
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collection of reviews). Across a wide range of different motion
stimuli (e.g. plaids, barberpoles, line-drawing objects), the initial
perceived direction corresponds to the vector average of 1Dmotion
features (e.g. Castet, Charton, & Dufour, 1999; Castet et al., 1993;
Lorenceau et al., 1993; see Löfﬂer & Orbach, 1999; Tlapale,
Masson, & Kornprobst, 2010; Wilson & Kim, 1994 for modelling
studies). 2D motion signals are extracted and integrated slightly
later, driving a gradual shift in perceived direction from this initial
linear computation towards the true object motion (Masson et al.,
2000). The neuronal counterpart of these dynamics was identiﬁed
in macaque Middle Temporal cortical area, MT (Pack & Born, 2001),
generally thought to be a critical locus of integration of visual
motion processing in primates (Movshon et al., 1985). Cells signal-
ling the global (2D) motion direction of either plaid or barberpole
patterns presented within their receptive ﬁeld demonstrate a fast
shift of their direction tuning (Pack & Born, 2001): their initial
responses are dominated by the 1D motion components but then
direction tuning gradually rotates to signal the true 2D direction
within about 100 ms after stimulus onset. These fast, transient
and early dynamics can be explained by anisotropic, context-
dependent propagation of motion signals within the continuous,
MT-like representation of motion direction that is thought to be
embedded in a dense network of feed-forward and feedback inter-
actions between early visual areas (see Bayerl & Neumann, 2004;
Berzhanskaya, Grossberg, & Mingolla, 2007; Tlapale, Masson, &
Kornprobst, 2010 for computational studies of motion integration
dynamics).
The present study focuses on another, still mysterious side of
motion integration dynamics that is thought to result from the
same network dynamics. Classical 2D motion patterns such as
plaids, barber-pole or line drawing objects are multi-stable: per-
ceived motion direction changes over time (Adelson & Movshon,
1982; Castet, Charton, & Dufour, 1999; Hupé & Rubin, 2003). A
study of such alternation can elucidate the mechanisms of visual
information processing as the rules which govern switching are
based on neural processes that determine both which of the signals
remains in awareness and the dynamics of this switching process
(Leopold & Logothetis, 1999). Multi-stability appears to be a gen-
eral phenomenon and a range of visual stimuli can generate
multi-stable perception (Eagleman, 2001) including binocular riv-
alry (Levelt, 1967; Logothetis, Leopold, & Sheinberg, 1996;
Wheatstone, 1962) or ambiguous ﬁgures (for review, Long &
Toppino, 2004). It has been proposed that such steady-state per-
ceptual dynamics might reﬂect computational rules that are shared
by many different percepts. Levelt (1967) established several laws
that govern perceptual multi-stability and its dependence upon
stimulus strength, noise or adaptation. These results inspired
several theoretical studies where perceptual alternations are pro-
duced by the competition between different neuronal populations
representing each perceptual state (Lehky, 1988; Matsuoka, 1984).
Overall, using plaid experiments, 2D motion perception was shown
to exhibit the same dependencies, despite the fact that three
instead of only two different percepts, seen in binocular rivalry,
compete each against other (Hupé & Rubin, 2003; Moreno-Bote
et al., 2010). For instance, alternation rates were found to depend
on stimulus contrast, the orientation difference between compo-
nent gratings and many other properties. A recent study used
transparently moving plaid patterns to probe the transitions
between three discrete stable states including one coherent and
two transparent alternatives in which components are perceived
to have a depth ordering which changes dynamically (Huguet,
Rinzel, & Hupé, 2014), hence adding a depth dimension beyond
the direction space. They proposed different roles for noise and
for adaptation. Noise was said to determine the timing of transi-
tions while adaptation determines the speciﬁc choice duringtransition. Both driving mechanisms have been proposed to drive
bi-stable perception (Shpiro et al., 2009) and recently both have
been used to model tri-stable perception using a square barber-
pole as used here (Rankin et al., 2014).
In the present work, we were interested in taking advantage of a
fundamental aspect of motion integration. Ambiguous motion
inputs yield multi-stability arising from interactions within a sin-
gle, continuous neural representation of motion directions. This
departs from the frequently made simpliﬁcation when modelling
multi-stable stimulation with discrete states (e.g. competition
between the two eyes) and rather focuses on perceptual mecha-
nisms generating a competition which could have intermediate
states along a continuum like motion direction. In a barber-pole
stimulus, the ambiguity created between the 1D motion signals
(oblique) in the interior of the aperture and the 2D signals (cardi-
nals) directed along the longer edges is resolved in a motion inte-
gration process (Shimojo, Silverman, & Nakayama, 1989; Wallach,
1935; Wuerger, Shapley, & Rubin, 1996). By adjusting the aspect
ratio of the aperture from rectangular to square, one can equalise
the contribution of the two orthogonal edge directions resulting
in a tri-stable conﬁguration (Castet, Charton, & Dufour, 1999). This
tri-stable stimulus in which directions inherently shift within a
continuous space between the three points, H, D and V, allowed
us to use a 3-alternative forced choice task design recording the
precise moment of each percept transition while sustaining this
dynamic competition over several seconds to ask two fundamental
questions. (1) If we categorise the six possible perceptual switches
into three classes assuming asymmetry between 1D and 2D
motion contributions, can we identify characteristic shifts in rela-
tive dominance of such classes and will these be contrast depen-
dent at this timescale of several seconds? Such a classiﬁcation of
transitions goes beyond looking at choices, H–D–V which would
be sufﬁcient for bi-stability, but here allow us to probe the history
effect separating out 1D cue dominance from 2D. (2) Do the
dynamics of perceptual reports over the course of each trial show
evidence for typical barber pole motion integration from 1D to 2D
directions? This link between the transition from local to global
motion integration and steady state ﬂuctuations during extended
multi-stable perception remains little studied. Only one previous
study attempted to distinguish and compare onset and sustained
phases of binocular rivalry (Carter & Cavanagh, 2007), suggesting
that the two phases might reﬂect different aspects of perceptual
competition. We will show here that initial and long-term dynam-
ics of motion integration can be interpreted in terms of contribu-
tions of local and global motion computations.
We presented observers with 15 s trials that generated 3–6
transitions on average and recorded the choice and timing of each
reported transition over many trials (task illustration in Fig. 1A–C).
Unlike many previous studies on multi-stable perception we inten-
tionally included the ﬁrst and all reported transitions in the analy-
sis to enable us to explore the interaction of onset motion direction
integration in the presence of tri-stable competition. We did not
assume as sometimes done, that there is an underlying stationary
process over which we seek to collect data and so interrogate
changes in observer choice distributions over the full trial duration.
As such we obtained evidence that contrast drives a shift in bias
from transitions including the diagonal direction (1D signals)
towards transitions only between the cardinals (2D signals). In
addition the time course of these changes suggested a slow motion
integration over the course of each 15 s trial, extending beyond the
motion integration timescales typically studied of <1 s. Lastly, we
found evidence for a dichotomy between 2D global motion percep-
tion resulting from a competition between the pair of 2D directions
on the one hand and the local motion solution resulting from a lin-
ear integration of 1D and 2D motion signals, which converges to
the diagonal, on the other. Thus, our study provides a complete
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itive dynamics.2. Materials and methods
2.1. Observers
Five volunteer participants (three male and two female) with
normal or corrected to normal vision took part in the experiments.
They included one author and four others who importantly were
completely naïve to the hypothesis being tested. Two were experi-
enced psychophysics observers and two others were inexperienced
participants allowed to reach satisfactory performance with prac-
tice. All were recruited from researchers within the Institute,
restricted to this cohort because of the demanding task require-
ments. All gave their informed consent. Experiments were carried
out following approval of the Ethics Committee of Aix-Marseille
Université in accordance with the Code of Ethics of theWorld Med-
ical Association (Declaration of Helsinki).
2.2. Visual stimulus
A moving sinusoidal luminance grating was presented within a
square aperture with sides of 10 of visual angle. The stimulus
S(x, y, t) is described by Eq. (1):
Sðx; y; tÞ ¼ LM½1þ Ac sinðvt þ f ða  xþ b  yÞÞ ð1Þ
a ¼ 2p  cosð0þUÞ; b ¼ 2p  sinðhþUÞ ð2Þ
LM is the mean luminance set to 25.8 cd/m2, AC is the amplitude
to scale RMS contrast, v is speed (6 deg/s) and f is the spatial fre-
quency (0.41 cyc/deg). In Eq. (2), h = 45 and U took values of 0,
90, 180 and 270 to randomise motion direction in each trial to
reduce motion adaptation in any particular direction. Stimuli were
generated on a Mac running OS 10.6.8 and displayed on a 2000
Viewsonic p227f monitor with resolution 1024  768 at 100 Hz.
Routines were written using Matlab 7.10.0 and Psychtoolbox
3.0.9 controlled stimulus display (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997).
2.3. Procedure
Participants sat 57 cm in front of the screen and kept a brief ﬁx-
ation of 250 ms on a grey spot of 0.27 diameter before each trial
started. The head was mounted on a head and chin rest. Fixation
disappeared and the stimulus was presented for 15 s during which
participants were instructed to passively view the screen without
trying to control perceived direction and respond with one of three
button presses, horizontal (H), diagonal (D) and vertical (V) at the
moment of each transition between these three perceived direc-
tions. All participants reported perceiving the D direction at trial
onset and this was presumed to be the initial percept unless either
H or V was reported with a button press within the ﬁrst 1 s, which
very rarely happened (<0.1% of reports). To limit adaptation and
observer fatigue, there was an 8 s wait after each trial before the
observer could initiate the next trial. These durations were a com-
promise between the need for long presentations to maximize
recorded switches in perception and temporal restrictions to avoid
detrimental effects of observer fatigue, excessive blinking and
adaptation of the local motion detectors particularly at high con-
trast. The time was however sufﬁcient to probe the motion integra-
tion in the presence of ambiguity and generate 3–6 or more
transitions per trial for the tested parameters. Overall, there were
8 blocks of data collection after 1–4 blocks to allow participants
to familiarise themselves with the task. Blocks contained 42 trials
with six contrasts in randomised presentation (c = 3%, 5%, 8%, 10%,15% and 20%). There were 56 trials in total per contrast condition
per observer. The various elements within the task that are
described above meant that it was difﬁcult and so either experi-
enced psychophysical observers or participants allowed some
training sessions were needed to reliably collect the many required
trials.
Several factors (attention, eye movements, etc.) can affect per-
ceptual multi-stability. In particular, signiﬁcant tracking eye move-
ments can be elicited by the barber-pole motion stimulus,
changing the retinal input and therefore affecting the relative
strength of the different directions. To avoid such potential arte-
facts from foveal gaze reaching the stimulus edges, we used stim-
ulus durations shorter than previous studies as well as a dynamical
ﬁxation task. Movements of the right eye were recorded using an
SR Eyelink 1000 video eye tracker. An intermittently re-appearing
central ﬁxation spot during the trial initiated a saccade back to the
stimulus centre to make sure that attention was maintained there
(see task illustration of Fig. 1A). Participants were instructed to try
and make each ﬁxation saccade. Controls with various randomisa-
tions of ﬁxation re-appearance durations conﬁrmed that the fre-
quency of this event did not change the pattern of results or the
mean transition time. The standard ﬁxation reappearance time
was 1.5–3 s. We found that eye gaze generally remained within
the central 3 diameter of the stimulus. This can be seen in the
average eye positions from all trials and observers for low and high
contrast stimulus examples in Fig. 1C. Smooth eye movements
were sufﬁciently small and slow to be considered as negligible
regarding the retinal image motion. Patterns of eye movement
direction have been reported in abstract form (Meso et al., 2012),
showing a link between perceptual and behavioural multi-stabili-
ties that we will be reported elsewhere. At this stage, despite the
outstanding future question, we can discount a direct causal link
between changes in smooth eye movements and the reported pat-
terns in perception observed as contrast was varied.3. Results
3.1. Contrast driven changes in transition classes and choices
We divided the perceptual reports into three classes according
to the current and the preceding button press to separate transi-
tions away from the diagonal (a), those towards the diagonal (b)
and those excluding the diagonal (c) as illustrated in Fig. 1B. This
classiﬁcation of reports allowed us to consider each button press
in the context of what state had come before, an important aspect
of perceptual competition that is not available under bi-stable
experiments. We probed these alternative transitions in relation
to switches driven by 1D or by 2D motion cues. We note here that
a linear solution combining directions would put together
D(1D) + H(2D) + V(2D) to get the direction vector average of D. So
when we discuss 2D cues, we refer to the dominance of a non lin-
ear ‘winner take all’ computation. By proportion based on observer
choices, we found that a dominated transitions with a modest
reduction in proportion as contrast was increased shown in
Fig. 1D. Over the same contrast range, there was an increase in
the proportion of c (red traces) and a corresponding decrease in
that of b (grey traces) as the contrast was increased. In a
two-way ANOVA on the group data from the 5 participants, transi-
tion class indeed had a strong interaction with contrasts
(F(10,72) = 6.77, p < 0.01). The reports across the three transition
classes were signiﬁcantly different from each other (F(2,72) =
116.89, p < 0.01) meaning that a, b and c are not the same curve,
and there was an effect across contrast (F(5,72) = 5.92, p < 0.01)
i.e. that the curves a, b and c are not horizontal. Post-hoc Bonfer-
roni tests conﬁrmed that a was different from both b and c across
Fig. 1. The tri-stable barberpole stimulus, task and main result. (A) A central ﬁxation spot is presented for 0.25 s. At the offset of the initial ﬁxation, the obliquely moving sine
wave appears in a square aperture and persists for 15 s. The participant passively observes the stimulus, reporting each instant the percept changes between one of the three
directions, Horizontal, Diagonal and Vertical by pressing one of three buttons. The participant intermittently makes a central saccade when the ﬁxation spot appears which
ensures that the eye remains within the central region of the stimulus marked in the red dotted lines. (B) Participant button presses allow transitions to be classiﬁed into the
three types labelled a – away from D, b – towards D and c, between H and V. (C) heat maps of recorded eye movements showing eye position over the 10 square stimulus
which largely stays inside the orange circle of 3 diameter. These are shown for low (5%) and high contrast (15%) combining the recordings from all 5 participants over all the
recorded experimental trials. (D) Grouped data showing averaged proportions from the 5 participants’ reports for each of the three classes of transition a (black line), b (grey
line) and c (red line) plotted against stimulus contrast. The error bars are standard errors across these participants. There is an increase in c but a reduction in the remaining
curves with contrast. (E) Proportion of actual button presses H (black circles, blue line), D (unﬁlled circles, green line) and V (black triangle, blue line) plotted against contrast.
Points are participant proportion averages and standard errors. The D reports reduce as contrast is increased. The combined cardinal reports (H + V, black squares and dashed
blue lines) increases with contrast. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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variations in report proportions across the ﬁve participants with
idiosyncratic patterns which could reveal category boundaries
between the task-driven forced choices (H, D and V).
We then plot the proportion of actual button presses, H, D and V
without considering recent history (i.e. preceding report) as a func-
tion of contrast. The reported proportion of D decreases as contrast
increases (Fig. 1E, pale green traces) while the reports of both H
and V modestly increase (blue traces). There are asymmetries in
proportions of H and V choices which arise largely from variance
in individual participant data. Combining the cardinal direction
reports to indicate the transitions driven by the 2D motion signals,
we get the dashed blue trace in Fig. 1E which increases consistently
for the grouped data as contrast is increased. In a two-way ANOVA
on the group data, reported direction had a signiﬁcant interaction
with contrasts (F(10,72) = 8.47, p < 0.01). The reports across the
three directions were signiﬁcantly different from each other
(F(2,72) = 7.53, p < 0.05), and these reports changed across contrast
(F(5,72) = 33.01, p < 0.01). Post-hoc Bonferroni tests conﬁrmed that
the reports of D were different from both H and V across most con-
trasts, but H and V traces were largely indistinguishable from each
other. We note again despite the clear signiﬁcant effects in the
group data which are the focus of our study that there is some indi-
vidual variation in responses e.g. some participants have a higher
tendency to report cardinal directions than others and we discuss
possible reasons for these individual differences later.
Overall, at higher contrasts perceived direction is dominated by
cardinal directions consistent with the dominant role of 2D motion
cues and their competition. On the contrary, at lower contrast, 1Dmotion signals (or the vector average of 1D and 2D cues, D) dom-
inate and the diagonal motion direction is the most probable. This
is consistent with a mechanism in which the relative weight of 1D
and 2D motion cues varies with total stimulus contrast as a result
of their different contrast gain settings (Barthelemy et al., 2008).
Varying contrast appears to drive a gradual shift between these
two regimes of gain. At low contrast, transitions occur mainly
between diagonal (i.e. 1D driven, orthogonal to grating orientation)
and either of the cardinal directions (i.e. 2D driven, from the two
sets of terminators along the aperture edges). At high contrast,
direct transitions between the two cardinal directions become
more probable but some transitions between the two 2D-driven
directions still seem to stop brieﬂy within the intermediate diago-
nal direction. To further probe these dynamics, we looked at the
single-trial time course of perceptual multi-stability to evaluate
the history of each percept over a shorter time scale.
3.2. Single-trial analysis of perception dynamics
To understand how the contrast dependent patterns of transi-
tions and choices observed in the previous section emerge from
dynamics over a shorter timescale, we asked the following ques-
tion. How do participant transitions evolve over the time course
of an individual trial? To quantify this directly from the data, we
examined the distribution of occurrences of individual perceptual
reports over 15 s trial as a function of contrast, comparing this
for each of the three classes of transitions a, b and c. We plotted
histograms of the number of button presses assigned to each class
separately into ﬁfteen 1 s-wide bins according to when in the trial
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bined data from all observers for each of the three classes. We use
dashed vertical lines in these plots to separate trials into early, mid
and late trial epochs each 5 s long. We ﬁrst ask whether the shapes
of these plots are generally similar for all three classes of transi-
tions, to which the answer is clearly no. By inspection, we see that
a large number of reports in the category a occurred over the early
5 s epoch, a number which was higher for the higher contrast cases
(see Fig. 2A; higher contrasts – lighter grey traces, and lowest con-
trast – black). The remaining classes b and c typically appeared
later in the trials in the mid and late epochs (Fig. 2B and C). Further
quantitative analysis was needed to clarify the key effects.
To unpack these interesting interactions between transition
class and dynamics, we compared the early and late epochs of
reports for a subset of two contrasts, 5% and 15% to allow us toFig. 2. The times at which reports are made over the 15 s trial. (A)–(C) show the distributi
of 1 s. The black line is used for the lowest contrast of 3% and remaining lines have a prog
into three time epochs of 5 s each separated by the dotted grey lines. (A) Class a show a p
the trial. (B) Class b does not start in high proportions until the second 5 s epoch and co
systematically increase and appear earlier in the trial at higher contrast. The data in (A)
two chosen contrasts. (D) Change in reported transitions between the early and late epoc
increase in reports going from early to late in the trial. Class b is more dominant than c sh
contrast of 15%. Classes b and c show an increase in reports later in the trial compared
stronger than b at this contrast. (F) Permutations of possible participant choices over a tria
top of the branch tends towards tri-stability with a key central role for D while the bott
integration. The changing expected proportions of a, b and c along these branches are sh
expectations at the convergence values as nt tends to inﬁnity (3, 6, 9). On the right for com
contrasts (labelled 10–12, with the actual number of reports given in italics beside each p
stable with a key role for D on top and bi-stable on the bottom.make a testable hypothesis. A signature of motion integration
observed during the resolution of the aperture problem is a
dynamic shift from 1D direction cues to 2D cues (Masson et al.,
2000; Pack & Born, 2001). We can therefore ask: (i) Does the num-
ber of reports change signiﬁcantly between early and late epochs,
particularly comparing the classes a–c? A comparison of any
increases in reports which involve cardinal directions could iden-
tify the conditions under which 1D and 2D motion cues dynami-
cally change their relative contribution over time. (ii) Does
increasing contrast inﬂuence the relative prevalence of b compared
to c? If 2D cues become more important over the course of the trial
and 1D cues weaken at higher contrasts, we would see this through
a reduction in the reports of class b relative to c with contrast.
Indeed, in answer to (i), we see a signiﬁcant increase in the
number of transitions reported in going from the early to lateon of button presses of all ﬁve observers separated by contrast and combined in bins
ressively lighter grey colour as contrast is increased up to 20%. The plots are divided
roportion of early reports which seems to increase with contrast and reduce during
ntinues to rise into the late epoch. (C) The number of reports which fall into class c
to (C) is re-plotted to compare the early epoch (<5 s) with the late epoch (>10 s) for
h for the three classes of transition at 5% contrast. All classes of transitions show an
owing the largest change from early to late trial epoch. (E) Similar to (D) for a higher
to earlier, while reports of class a reduce later in the trial. The increase in class c is
l shown on a tree expanding out for both the ﬁrst three and four button presses. The
om tends towards bi-stability which shifts to cardinals only after an initial motion
own on the right for both the limited nt = 3 and 4 trials (labelled 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8) and
parison, actual proportions from experiments at low (3%), mid (8%) and high (20%)
lot) vertically displaced according to where they might ﬁt in the transition from tri-
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and red traces at the lower contrast (two-factor ANOVA, signiﬁcant
effects of both epoch (F(1,24) = 42.92, p < 0.01) and transition class
(F(2,24) = 47.15, p < 0.01) and at the higher contrast (signiﬁcant
effects of epoch (F(1,24) = 40.03, p < 0.01) and transition class
(F(2,24) = 36.93, p < 0.01)). This supports the dynamic integration
hypothesis; the 2D direction cues become more important in the
late epoch. For the contrast dependence question (ii), we see a
reversal in the relative strength of the changes in reports of classes
b and c. Class b increased more between the early and late epoch at
5% contrast (b changes by +26.6, c by +11 reports; a difference of
+15.6 with respect to b), while between epochs at 15% contrast
class c increased more (c changes by + 23.8, b by +19.2 reports; a
difference of 4.6 with respect to b).
With participant responses classiﬁed according to transition
history and button press, we were able to consider the permuta-
tion of possible choices within the typical 3–4 reports per trial
and interpret the results in light of this. In Fig. 2F, we see that with
both three and four button presses, the tree of permutations has
ﬁnite possible branches and nodes (either 6 or 11 different possible
transitions). With this number of transitions, the expected propor-
tions of reports at the extremities, the top and bottom branches
start to resemble to the steady state transition proportions as the
number of recorded transitions nt becomes very large. This consid-
eration allows us to place measured results between these
branches accordingly. If there is a tri-stable state where passing
through D is necessary during transition, then c is not reported
and transitions lie along the top branch. If on the other hand, fol-
lowing an initial a, the stimulus becomes bi-stable, then b disap-
pears and transitions are along the bottom branch. What we ﬁnd
is that c becomes more prevalent at higher contrasts, and this prev-
alence is later in the trial implying a possible shift to lower lying
branches in the plot of possible permutations with both time and
signal strength. The right-hand plots show the observed proportion
of each transition for low, medium and high contrasts each with
over 500 recorded transitions (taken from Fig. 1E). The three cases
can be placed in intermediate states between tri-stable and bi-sta-
ble transitions at either vertical end of the permutations based on
proportions. In this light, the results observed chart a transition
between the competing states. Finally, Fig. 2F shows that even with
a limited number of trials and transition, it is possible to observe
this clear transition through different expected permutations. This
strongly supports our limited stimulus duration approach, showing
that a 15 s presentation is long enough to sample the theoretical
proportion of each possible percept and interpret these as param-
eter dependent changes in probabilities.
Altogether, these results provide strong evidence for a late dom-
inance of cardinal directions over the oblique at higher contrasts.
In addition they demonstrate a dynamic reduction in participant
reports of the intermediate diagonal directions in the late epochs
as contrast is increased.
3.3. Contrast driven changes in percept persistence
For the same set of perceptual report data, we did an analysis of
the distribution of percept durations typically considered in other
multi-stability studies. We ﬁrst plotted the distribution of the
durations recorded preceding each button press (i.e. either
between two sequential button presses or from onset to the ﬁrst
button press). We plot the preceding duration to exclude all reports
for which the true duration cannot be determined i.e. last reports
in trials. Duration distributions in experiments with a range of
bi-stable phenomena have been shown to have a characteristic
asymmetric shape that is skewed with a long tail extending
towards longer durations such that it can be ﬁtted with Log-nor-
mal or Weibull type-functions (Levelt, 1967; Rubin & Hupé,2002). To ﬁt these distributions, we used a log normal function
F(t) with 3 parameters given by Eq. (3) and non linear least squares
regressions. We used the estimated parameters to characterise
some of the dynamic properties for the different conditions.FðtÞ ¼ A  exp ð lnðt=tOÞ=2rÞ2 ð3Þ
The ﬁtted parameters are the amplitude (A), mode of durations
(tO) and the characteristic width (r). We found the best ﬁtting val-
ues of these parameters for experimentally obtained distributions.
The reports were separated into two groups; the ﬁrst corresponded
to durations of perception driven only by 2D cues preceding button
presses where Dwas reported. The remaining cases included dura-
tions driven by both 1D and 2D cues preceding button presses
where H or V were reported. This Log normal function provided
a good ﬁt for the subset of distributions considered (R2 > 90 and
a signiﬁcant Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, K–S range 0.16–0.30,
p > 0.05 for all 6 ﬁts; see Fig. 3A and B). Both the estimated tO
and r values following this ﬁtting procedure for the limited range
of contrasts are given in Table 1. The data collected conform to the
shape of distributions typically identiﬁed during previous multi-
stability experiments. There is a stochastic, skewed distribution
of switching times around each mode, tO for all conditions (Rubin
and Hupé, 2002). While our short trials meant that there is a bias
against measuring longer durations, we assume from both the
position of all our modes (tO < 4 s for a test duration of 15 s) and
the narrow distributions that the shape of the distributions
obtained would not be too different even with longer trials. As
exactly the same underlying in trial bias acts on both 1D and 2D
samples it seems reasonable to directly compare the statistics of
these samples.
Within the three contrasts of 3%, 5% and 15% that we selected,
we found that the ﬁts of the mode of the percept duration, tO
increased with increasing contrast for the D choices (2D cues)
while tO decreased over the same contrast range for H and V
choices (1D + 2D, see Fig. 3C). This corresponds to an increase in
the persistence of the cardinal directions as contrast is increased.
By inference, the trend of tO seen with the black circles and lines
in Fig. 3C implies that the decrease in the persistence of the mode
of the 1D + 2D cue cases is primarily driven by the 1D direction
percepts over the same contrast range. For this composite distribu-
tion, the cardinal component increases in its persistence as con-
trast is increased. Considering the results of Fig. 1 which showed
that the proportion of D choices consistently decreased at higher
contrast while H and V increased, we combine that observation
with the current one made from the tO values to link the increased
likelihood of each percept and the small increments in persistence.
The change in the modes of the durations shows that as the 1D
directions become less likely to be reported, the 2D states become
more persistent and are thus are generally perceived for longer at
the higher contrasts.
We note that the durations corresponding to 2D cues only
(dashed grey lines, unﬁlled circles in Fig. 3C) show a consistently
narrower distribution than the composite durations, 0.48 com-
pared to 0.64. This observation strongly suggests that the 1D and
2D percepts do not have the same distributions and are therefore
driven by separate underlying dynamic processes across the con-
trast range. The broader distribution of switching times for the
1D cue driven percepts than 2D could be interpreted as a more sto-
chastic or noise driven set of transitions away from the 1D state
than away from the 2D states.
It has previously been observed with plaid patterns and audi-
tory multi-stability that the ﬁrst percept can sometimes last longer
than subsequent ones in an effect termed inertia (Hupé &
Pressnitzer, 2012; Hupé & Rubin, 2003). To try to probe this, we
selected trials where there were at least four perceptual reports
Fig. 3. Distributions of reported percept durations preceding a given button press plotted against contrast. The number of reports are plotted in 1 s histogram bins separately
for three contrasts 3% (black circles), 5% (unﬁlled circles) and 15% (triangles). The black curves correspond to best ﬁtting log normal functions, see text for details. (A) Duration
distributions for cardinal direction reports, the sum H and V reports, corresponding to preceding D, or H/V percept durations. 3% contrast shows the fewest reports, with a
separated curve whose mode is shifted right of the two higher contrasts by about a second. The higher contrast curves are almost superimposed. (B) Duration distributions for
the D direction reports which necessarily imply a preceding cardinal duration H/V. The intermediate contrast 5% shows the highest number of reports. The mode of the
highest contrast of 15% is shifted rightwards away from the two lower contrasts which are almost superimposed. (C) The log normal ﬁt parameters for the six plots shown in
(A) and (B) compared for H/V button presses or ambiguous 1/2D driven percepts (black circles) and D presses, the unambiguous 2D (un-ﬁlled circles) cue driven durations.
The mode, tO, in the solid black lines is seen to reduce with increasing contrasts for the D choices (green lines) but increase for the H/V choices (blue lines). The sigma
parameter is seen to be larger for H/V choices than for D choices, indicating a narrower distribution of durations for the latter. (D) Looking at inertia effects (see text for
details) across tested contrast conditions, trials with at least 4 button presses are selected and the mean duration and standard error is plotted against contrast. The second
duration typically is the longest, not the ﬁrst which reduces to the same low value by a contrast of 10%.
Table 1
Log normal best ﬁt parameters tO and r and the associated standard errors in the ﬁts
(SE) for the range of contrasts plotted in Fig. 3. When H/V is pressed, the durations
correspond to a preceding percept of H/D/V. When D is pressed, the preceding percept
is a cardinal direction – H/V.
H/V pressed (1D + 2D) D pressed (2D)
Contrast tO SE tO r SE r tO SE tO r SE r
3 2.50 0.11 0.62 0.04 2.01 0.04 0.45 0.02
5 1.98 0.05 0.60 0.02 2.09 0.03 0.47 0.01
15 1.83 0.04 0.71 0.02 2.80 0.08 0.51 0.03
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three transition reports separately against contrast in Fig. 3D. It
has been reported that the inertia effect is related to tri-stable con-
ﬁgurations but disappears when a conﬁguration becomes bi-stable.
We did not ﬁnd evidence for this. We note that we plotted the
mean and standard deviation of duration in Fig. 3D rather than
their log-transformed counterparts because we did not have sufﬁ-
cient data in this sub-sample to be conﬁdent about having a lognormal-type distribution required to justify log-transformation.
In the present conﬁguration, the second percept is also typically
the ﬁrst 2D-driven motion percept. Indeed interestingly in the
results obtained, there seems to be a consistently longer mean
duration for the ﬁrst 2D percept than other recorded ones seen
in the unﬁlled circles in Fig. 3D when compared to the other
curves. So inertia might well be present among 2D-driven percep-
tual reports and not between purely 1D or even linearly combined
vector averages of 1D and 2D-driven ones. This result might unveil
an interesting aspect of tri-stability and further suggest a dichot-
omy between 1D and 2D-driven motion directions. We used just
a sub set of collected responses to plot Fig. 3D thus possibly biasing
our sample. We are therefore cautious about what we can infer
from this speciﬁc result and further work is needed to verify these
observations.4. Discussion
In the current work, we investigated the perceptual dynamics of
multi-stability driven by different, competitive motion cues (1D
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over, our approach used a stimulus conﬁguration that is more
homogeneous than previous ones. We dealt with perceptual ﬂuc-
tuations within a continuous uni-dimensional space (global
motion direction) and with three stimulus driven perceptual points
within this space that are identical in nature (perceived motion
directions) and not heterogeneous as in tri-stable plaids (which
separate into coherent vs transparent and then in front vs. behind,
adding an extra depth dimension). We manipulated the relative
weights of 1D and 2D contributions by varying contrast and ana-
lysed the consequences on relative transition probabilities to ﬁnd
that contrast drives the strength of relative 1D and 2D contribu-
tions. In addition, we analysed the time course within single trials
and lastly the difference in duration distributions for 1D and 2D
driven perceptual states ﬁnding further evidence for dynamic dif-
ferences between the 1D and 2D motion direction cue contribu-
tions. We successfully overcome a challenge in the task design to
maintain a sustained competition between the stimulus directions,
long enough to generate a sufﬁcient number of transitions. The
task is inherently a motion integration task so we did not assume
that we were dealing with a stationary process and looked for sig-
natures of integration within the trials.
4.1. Contrast and Levelt’s laws in the context of motion integration
In binocular rivalry, where incompatible images are presented
to the two eyes, the dominance of one eye over the other was pro-
posed to have a dependence on contrast formalised by Levelt in his
proposition II establishing a link between the perceptual duration
of the image in the eye in which contrast was constant and con-
trast increments in the other eye (Levelt, 1968). This result was
clariﬁed by showing that an increase in the contrast of any eye
more strongly affects the duration of the perception of the image
in the eye with the higher contrast (Brascamp et al., 2006). This
contrast effect on bi-stability was found to generalise to other
multi-stable stimuli and extend beyond contrast to stimulus
strength variations when they could be carried out (Klink, Van Ee
& Van Wezel, 2008) suggesting an equi-dominance point between
competing states where persistence was matched (Moreno-Bote
et al., 2010). The implication is that the faster changing dynamics
of the dominant percept should be evident during an experimental
contrast manipulation. In the presence of three competing states
however, it has been proposed that adaptation might have an addi-
tional role that it does not in bi-stability: determining which of two
possible switches occurs when the dominant percept ends
(Huguet, Rinzel, & Hupé, 2014). This presence of two alternatives
at each switch adds a new complexity to the recovery phase of
the dominant percept not present for Levelts propositions and
early result have suggested that this could further drive a dissoci-
ation between percept duration and report probabilities (Naber,
Gruenhage, & Einhauser, 2010). Similarly this raises questions
about the direct relevance of another proposition by Levelt, propo-
sition IV, which stated that simultaneous increases in stimulus
contrast for stimuli presented to both eyes would result in shorter
perceived durations of each stimulus and therefore more alterna-
tions (Levelt, 1968).
Recent work probing tri-stable perception with static (Naber,
Gruenhage, & Einhauser, 2010; Wallis & Ringelhan, 2013) and
moving plaid stimuli (Huguet, Rinzel, & Hupé, 2014), has collec-
tively revealed trial history effects, asymmetries between different
perceptual states and different roles for noise and adaptation in
driving the tri-stability process. Some experimental manipulations
also revealed dynamic transitions between bi-stable and tri-stable
oscillatory states for tri-stable stimuli with consequences for per-
ceptual switching under different parametric conditions (Hupé &
Pressnitzer, 2012; Wallis & Ringelhan, 2013). This previous workis consistent with the current ﬁndings despite involving discrete
competing percept alternatives. This makes the current stimulus
another interesting test case for generalising our understanding
of neural competition mechanisms. Here we have also expanded
for the ﬁrst time to look at the transition from onset motion inte-
gration to sustained tri-stable competition where dynamics are
necessarily in transition and therefore Levelts II and IV cannot
apply as originally stated. Within the limited reports per trial mea-
sured, the permutation of choices compared against our data
reveal a tendency towards transitions typical of tri-stable percep-
tion with D playing a key role at low contrasts, and conversely
tending towards but not reaching full 2D bi-stability after the ini-
tial motion integration at higher contrasts.
The trend in this change in reports with contrast was consistent
in all observers but the tendency to preferentially have one type of
transition relative to another as well as the actual number of tran-
sitions reported both varied between individual observers. The
consistent shift demonstrates that for this tri-stable stimulus, an
increase in contrast has a differential effect on the diagonal (1D)
and cardinal (2D) cues. This difference was proposed in previous
work looking at human motion integration interrogated with
reﬂexive eye movements (Barthelemy et al., 2008). Both cues were
demonstrated to have a non linear Naka–Rushton contrast
response function which in the case of 2D cues had the steepest
gradient and saturation occurring at higher contrasts than cases
of 1D stimulation. Thus, changes in overall stimulus contrast per-
formed to probe Levelt IV when made on the barberpole grating
have the effect of differentially increasing the strength of 1D and
2D contributions. The type of parametric manipulation tested to
enable the proposition of Levelt IV is therefore not possible with
the large class of 2D motion stimuli which are shown to drive 1D
and 2D motion cues to integration (see Tlapale, Masson, &
Kornprobst, 2010 for examples of these stimuli). Such differential
weighting of 1D and 2D cues proved a critical part of the ‘winner
takes all’ model design deemed necessary for capturing and simu-
lating the dynamics of MT tri-stable motion direction representa-
tion in a dynamic competition model with the current stimulus
as input (Rankin et al., 2014).
4.2. Evidence for a slow motion integration
Considering the results obtained at the timescale of reports
within trials, the experiments provided evidence of a shift in the
dominance of perceived directions not only as a function of con-
trast but also dynamically over the course of each trial. We showed
that reported transitions from the diagonal to the cardinal direc-
tions were highest in proportion during the earliest ﬁve seconds
of the trial, particularly for the higher contrasts. Later on over the
last ﬁve seconds, transitions from the diagonal levelled off in their
prevalence, and there was an increase in transitions between the
two cardinal directions. The persistence of percepts, an indicator
of dominance proposed by Levelt (Levelt, 1967, 1968) also showed
this reversal of dominance, 2D reports became more persistent at
higher contrasts while 1D reports less so. The widths of the distri-
butions of durations were found to be different from each other,
with the 2D cues consistently having a narrower distribution than
1D cues. This provided more evidence of different underlying
dynamics and possibly a bigger stochastic contribution to the 1D
cues, hinting at a bigger role for noise driving shifts away from
1D than away from 2D states.
The ﬁrst percept was predominantly in the D direction, conﬁrm-
ing the ﬁrst percept bias for the local to global motion integration
task. We found no reliable evidence for an inertia effect when
deﬁned as a more persistent ﬁrst percept (Hupé & Pressnitzer,
2012; Hupé & Rubin, 2003). However, we observed that the second
percept typically lasted longer than others, in particular at high
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conﬁguration was also the ﬁrst instance of a 2D-driven percept.
Thus, it remains possible that inertia may be found between alter-
natives that results from the same motion computation and not
between 1D- and 2D-driven solutions i.e. inertia in the transitions
between H–V which both involve nonlinear computations but not
between D->H/V.
Altogether, these results are consistent with an onset motion
integration process starting with perception in the diagonal direc-
tion (like the aperture problem ambiguity) earlier on in the trial.
Later, with the ambiguity resolved after about 5 s, the cardinals
becomemore dominant but remain in competition with each other
with a stochastic element determining the moment of transitions
that generates a different distribution of percept durations. 1D-
and 2D-driven global motion solutions emerge within a single pop-
ulation coding for motion direction. However, they may results
from different computational rules. In our barberpole motion stim-
ulus, diagonal global motion direction results from a linear pooling
of all 1D and 2D local motion signals whereas cardinal global direc-
tion results from a competition between the different 2D local
motion signals, once 1D local motion signals have been discarded.
Linear averaging and non linear winner-take-all are fundamentally
different computational rules that can be implemented by feed for-
ward and feedback/lateral networks, respectively. Our results
regarding the relative proportion and timing between 1D and
2D-driven percept suggest that rules governing transition might
be different between these two architectures. Future work using
Type II plaids for instance is needed to unveil how different motion
integration rules lead to different sustained multi-stability.
Our experimental paradigm was restricted to 15 s trials which
just allowed us to characterise this slow integration of motion sig-
nals during 1D vs 2D cue competition and describe its contrast
dependence. Beyond the measured modest changes in percept
duration distributions for these two cues, deeper inferences about
the underlying competition mechanisms from percept persistence
were limited in the current study due to the 15 s trials. Previous
work has looked extensively at the systematic changes in percept
duration across inhomogeneous sequences of perceptual switches
during tri-stable perception (e.g. Hupé & Pressnitzer, 2012). Such
an analysis of sequential effects would be of interest with the cur-
rent stimulus to fully describe how different permutations of par-
ticipant choices driven by 1D and 2D cues evolve with stimulus
parameters. In future this therefore leaves two potentially interest-
ing avenues of exploration: ﬁrst, a more exhaustive analysis of
sequential effects within the current data set subject to trial dura-
tion constraints and second, further experiments with barberpole
stimuli presented over longer trial times once practical task con-
straints can be overcome.
4.3. Implications for models of underlying neural mechanisms
The mechanisms serving multi-stable perception proposed for
bi-stability have generally involved separate populations of neu-
rons representing the two alternatives. Such populations require
dynamically evolving ﬁring rates with peaks that remain out of
phase (Lehky, 1988; Matsuoka, 1984). In more recent work, the
requirements for mutual inhibition between the populations as
well as the need for noise and adaptation have also been theoret-
ically demonstrated (Shpiro et al., 2007, 2009; Wilson, 2003). For
the current stimulus, are the principles of competition, mutual
inhibition, noise and neuronal adaptation sufﬁcient to drive the
tri-stability that we observe? A key element of the current conﬁg-
uration that differentiates it from much previous work is its con-
tinuous perceived direction space. For binocular rivalry driven by
competition between gratings of different orientations, no clear
advantage of representing the orientations across a continuousorientation space instead of two discrete populations could be
found in an extensive theoretical study (Laing & Chow, 2002). For
the barber-pole motion stimulus however, we expect that a contin-
uous space would be useful to represent the perceived direction
sensitivity that we know to span the full 360 of directions. In pre-
vious theoretical work which describedminimal neural ﬁelds mod-
els of MT capturing both the early dynamics of short tri-stable
motion integration (Rankin et al., 2013) and sustained tri-stability
(Rankin et al., 2014), a continuous direction space was argued to be
critical by enriching the representation of perceived motion direc-
tions. In the second model, noise and adaptation were both used to
drive changes in perceptual state to different extents across the
contrast range. Our early evidence for noisier or broader distribu-
tions for 1D cue driven transitions needs further investigation
and comparison to the modelling. Given the limited set of branches
of choice permutations recorded over an average of about four but-
ton presses per trial, our results were however still able to demon-
strate a tendency to shift from tri-stability to bi-stability based on
class proportions, as contrast was increased. Again, this shift can be
seen as evidence that 1D and 2D-driven perceptions possibly arise
from different competition mechanisms.
The model exploiting this continuous space proposed a ratio-
nale both for simulating individual differences in forced choice
behaviour and capturing contrast gain differences between 1D
and 2D cues. Both the propositions are identiﬁed in our experi-
ments. In the model of sustained tri-stable perception used to
explore the basic dynamics of the square barber pole, individual
perceptual thresholds were introduced as a free parameter (Rankin
et al., 2014). This is each observer’s idiosyncratic perceptual
boundary between cardinal and oblique directions required to
make the forced choice perceived direction judgement. Indeed this
prediction is borne out by the data in which we ﬁnd different ratios
of dominance for observers presented with stimuli at the same
contrast. Patterns of responses between the three choices for the
observers might have similar shape but be offset so that one indi-
vidual’s judgements have a higher proportion of diagonal reports
than others, consistent with the variation of perceptual thresholds
in these individuals. It is not clear how an analogous observation of
individual differences could be explained for a stimulus modelled
with discrete states representing the three direction poles
studied.
It was additionally proposed by the same theoretical study
(Rankin et al., 2014) that the differential contrast response func-
tions of 1D and 2D motion cues identiﬁed in previous experiments
(Barthelemy, Fleuriet, & Masson, 2010; Barthelemy et al., 2008)
could be approximated in the model by a summation of a ﬁxed
2D cue term and a weighted 1D cue term which reduced linearly
with increasing contrast. Its predictions are seen in the averaged
report data when lower and higher contrasts are compared. There
is a greater increase in the instances of the cardinal direction
reports than the oblique as contrast is increased. For the represen-
tations of competing motion direction in populations of direction
sensitive neurons in areas like MT, continuous perceptual spaces
and their implications for multi-stability suggest interesting inter-
actions in the underlying mechanisms that need to be further stud-
ied. In particular, the apparent gradual transition from onset
motion integration to dynamics of a more sustained completion
merits more investigation to see if the suggestion of two phases
of dynamics can be tied to inertia and ﬁrst percept biases and also
shifts to bi-stable oscillations (Hupé & Pressnitzer, 2012; Wallis &
Ringelhan, 2013). Eye movement recordings which provide a direct
probe of continuous changes in eye direction are potentially useful
for this (Meso et al., 2012). While we did not analyse these at
length in the current work, future work with a larger data set
intends to do just that and link this continuous experimental probe
directly to the theoretical work.
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The current study has revealed some of the basic properties of a
tri-stable motion stimulus conﬁguration. We found evidence for
separate 1D and 2D contributions to this sustained competition
with different contrast dependent dynamics consistent with previ-
ous work on early motion integration which occurs at a much
quicker timescale. Instead of using very long trials (120 s+) exten-
sively studied in the multi-stability literature, we studied onset
motion integration and the transition to sustained perceptual com-
petition by taking relatively short trials; consistent with competi-
tion that might occur during natural vision in which gaze is
constantly shifted to parts of the visual scene of interest. We found
evidence for slow, dynamic motion integration to resolve ambigu-
ity over this timescale of several seconds. There was evidence of a
shift through the permutation of possible choice sequences from a
tri-stable competition slowly towards a bi-stable cardinal domi-
nated competition following the onset integration particularly as
contrast was increased. In light of our ﬁndings we presented evi-
dence for two apparently separate dynamic phases during percep-
tion, a 1D to 2D onset phase and a predominantly 2D competition
phase. Tri-stability should be further explored for stimuli which
are deﬁned on continuous spaces which may not conform to the
same long established principles of bi-stable rivalry. While the
overlapping underlying cortical mechanisms like those found in
MT serve to carry out the dynamic computations, for example both
for tri-stable plaid patterns involving competition between dis-
crete states (including the separate depth planes) and the current
square barber-pole, there must be key differences in the neural
representations of direction of both. There is a need for both
modelling approaches and experiments probing changes in this
and other continuous spaces in which there is competition to
understand the role of ﬂuctuations in representations which
involve actual shifts in the percept. Questions can then also be
directly asked about the contributing driving mechanisms during
competition.
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